
Book Response Menu 
 

Letter to a 

Friend 
 

Write a letter to 

share your 

thoughts about 

what you are 

reading with 

someone else who 

is also reading the 

book, or someone 

who has never 

heard of the book. 

 

Nice Notes 
 

 

Create a nice, 

clean page of 

notes with words, 

phrases, 

sentences, quotes, 

and quick 

drawings to 

highlight your 

favorite parts of a 

book. 

Summary 
 

 

Write two 

paragraphs that 

tell the most 

important 

information about 

a book including: 

-main characters 

-setting 

-summarized plot 

Book Cover 
 

 

Design a new 

book cover for the 

book you read. 

The cover should 

be important to 

the plot or main 

character and 

include the title 

and author’s 

name. 

Graphic 

Organizer 
 

Choose a graphic 

organizer (Venn 

diagram, flow 

chart, storyboard, 

word web, etc.) to 

complete that 

helps you 

understand the 

way information is 

organized in a 

book or story. 

Final 

Chapter 
 

Write a final 

chapter for the 

book you have 

read. This chapter 

can either sum up 

a book that feels 

unfinished or 

leave the reader 

on a “cliff 

hanger.” 

Setting 

Imagery 
 

Create a collage or 

draw a picture that 

displays the 

setting of your 

book. Cite three 

quotes from your 

book that 

influence your 

collage or 

drawing. 

Book Review 
 

 

Write a three-

paragraph opinion 

and analysis that 

includes 

comments on the 

quality of a book 

and also gives the 

reader advice (e.g. 

good or bad? 

Would you 

recommend it or 

not?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Book Response Menu, continued 
 

Essay 
 

 

Write a structured 

analysis of a 

whole book in 5 

paragraphs 

Poem 
 

 

Write a poetic 

piece that 

responds to a book 

-  can be focused 

on a character, 

setting, or story 

events. 

Presentation 
 

 

Create a short 

power point about 

your book to 

present to the rest 

of the class. Your 

presentation 

should be 5 

minutes or less, 

and tell us about 

the characters, 

setting, plot, and 

your opinion of 

the book. 

 

Cartoon 
 

 

Create a cartoon 

strip that shows a 

beginning, middle, 

and end to your 

book. Must 

include speech 

bubbles and 

summarize the 

book well. 

Interview 
 

 

You have the 

opportunity to 

interview a main 

character in your 

book. Write 10 

questions you 

want to know the 

answer to, then 

answer them the 

way you think the 

character would 

respond. 

 

Character 

Sketch 
 

How do you 

picture a 

character? Draw 

that character and 

cite three quotes 

from the book that 

influence your 

sketch. 

Creative 

Creation 
 

Want to think 

outside the box? 

Create a 3D 

response to a 

book, write a 

song, make a 

video, etc. Be 

creative! 

You Choose 
 

 

Have a favorite 

book response 

from this menu? 

You can choose to 

do it again! Or, 

come up with your 

own reading 

response idea. 

 


